form of weight n for the full modular group. Then for every constant b there exists an n, = n,,(b) such that if d > n/6 -b and n > n, , then one of A@, A,, ,..., has a negative real part. This implies that there is no even unimodular lattice in E", for n > n, , having minimum nonzero squared length > n/12 -b. A similar argument shows that there is no binary self-dual code of length n > n, having all weights divisible by 4 and minimum nonzero weight > n/6 -6.
A corresponding result holds for ternary codes. Remark.
An explicit bound for n,(b) could also be obtained by our methods. [The proof shows that for d = 2[n/24] + 2, the coefficient Adi2fL first goes negative when n is about 41,000. But other coeficients may go negative before this.]
CODES
Let E = Sj = 24~ + 8 v, v = 0, 1 or 2. Let % be a binary self-dual code of length n (i.e., a self-dual subspace of GF(2Jn) with the property that the -weight of every codeword is a multiple of 4. Let A, be the number of codewords of weight 4r, and let W(q) = cFfo A,qr. Then W(q) can be written as where the integral is along the path 2: = x + iy, -+ < x < +, y tied > We estimate this integral by the saddle-point method. From (i), j e--2siaH(esflaa)] < es*yH(e--2ng), with equality for -3 < x < 4 only at x = 0. Tnus the saddle point is at E = 0 + iy, s and we choose y = yO in the integral. Let f(z) = e-a~izN(ea~iz). Since N is analytic, where h(g) = r-r (1 -qV)-24. In particular,
From (3), (4), (5) we see that a, = (11~ (0 < s < p) and that the as(s > p) and A, are related by
Equating coeiiicients of qU+l, q"+a we find
A vf2 = --%+a + 01,,,(24p -24th + 744). w That E&+~ < 0 and A,, > 0 follows immediately from (7) and (9) since Es and h have positive coefficients. We now show that j CQ+~/CX~+~ j is bounded, which implies using (10) that Atif2 = --A,,(24p. + asn-+ca.
We apply Lemma 1 with G(q) = G,(q) = Es'(q) E:+(q) h(q), H(g) = h(q).
NOW
Thus for y > 0, F(y) > 0 and F"(y) > 0. Also F'(y)/F(y) is a monotonic increasing function of y, which is negative for small y and positive for large y, ThereforeF'(y) = 0 has a unique solution fory > 0 (sty = y0 = Thus hypothesis (ii) of the lemma is satisfied, Then from (3, This is a contradiction for large m, since X, is nonzero.
Part
(II), n odd. Let n = 2j + 3 = 6~ + 2~ + 3, v = of (3) we write W(x) = i u.&3"E3AS, S=O and expand E;jE;" in powers of ye The proof is now parallel to Part (I) and we omit the details.
Proof of Theorem 2. This is also parallel to Part (I), with .I& , A and m = 24~ replaced by f, g, and m = 4~. Again the details are omitted.
ProojF of Theorem 3. This is again parallel to Part (I), with m = 24~ replaced by 1 + Sq, q(1 -q)3, and m = 3~.
